Introduction
============

It is increasingly clear that the behavior-only modeling of psychiatric disorders, during the past half-century of intensive implementation, has yielded few new therapeutic strategies.^[@ref1]^ Why is this? Animal neuroscience has certainly been eminently successful in clarifying the neuroanatomies, neurochemistries, and neurodynamics of brain systems that are implicated in various behavioral models of anxiety (eg, via studies of fear conditioning)^[@ref2]^ and depression (eg, from imposition of various stressors).^[@ref3]^ However, most such models have deployed environmental threats such as foot shock, and various other stressors, with little explicit consideration of the emotional-affective brain circuits that engender negative feelings in both animals and humans. This reflects the prevailing tradition in animal behavioral research whereby the emotional feelings of animals are neglected (as experimentally unworkable^[@ref2]^). This review encourages movement to deeper psychobehavioral levels than is typical for the field: three novel therapeutics arising from cross-species affective neuroscience thinking (also discussed in a previous issue of this journal^[@ref4]^) are summarized.

The belief that scientists cannot illuminate relevant experiential (eg, affective) processes in animals goes back to Anglo-American behaviorism initiated by psychologists John Watson^[@ref5]^ and Burrhus Frederic Skinner,^[@ref6]^, who asserted there were no rigorous scientific ways to evaluate the existence of animal minds. For instance, Skinner^[@ref6]^ claimed that "The emotions are the fictional causes to which we attribute behavior." Concurrently, European ethologists, while providing expert observations of diverse animal behaviors in nature, noted that their empirical approaches could not go to experiential levels: Niko Tinbergen,^[@ref7]^ in *The Study of Instinct*, famously asserted, "Because subjective phenomena cannot be observed objectively in animals, it is idle to claim or deny their existence." Thus, 20^th^-century behaviorists and ethologists (who disagreed on many scientific issues) agreed that even if experiences exist in other animals, they are outside the realm of scientific inquiry. For instance, only recently one of Tinbergen\'s prominent students, Marian Dawkins,^[@ref8]^ working with great sensitivity on animal-welfare issues, noted that in animals "there is nothing to say that the emotion of fear has to be consciously experienced."

This, in fact, has not been the case for the past 60 years, ever since Jim Olds and Peter Milner^[@ref9]^ demonstrated that there are many types of rewarding (self-stimulation) sites throughout subcortical brain systems, and Pedro Delgado and colleagues^[@ref10]^ found many subcortical sites where animals would escape similar fear-inducing deep brain stimulation (DBS). Of course, such neuroscientific approaches were essential to proceed to *experiential* levels in nonspeaking animals, but few followed that road. Those rewarding and punishing effects in animals (for an extensive summary, see ref 11) are reasonably interpreted as credible indices of various positive and negative affective states, especially since such DBS evokes positive and negative emotional feelings in humans.^[@ref12]-[@ref13]^ Still, to the present day, prominent neuroscientists claim that "We can *never* know whether another animal has conscious emotional feeling."^[@ref2](p665)^ and "We will *never* know what other animals feel."^[@ref2](p660)^ (present author\'s italics) without recognizing that such *absolute* opinions are not scientific assertions. Science never provides proof, but only the "weight of evidence" and various new "testable predictions," and by that standard, emotional feelings in animals have been repeatedly demonstrated.

At present, a coherent working hypothesis, both logically as well as evolutionarily, is that animals, like humans, experience diverse subcortically mediated rewarding and punishing DBS-evoked emotional states of mind.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ What has prevented that from becoming accepted neuropsychological wisdom? Historical beliefs, passed down through generations before the maturation of functional neuroscience. One of the most influential beliefs was encapsulated in the famous James-Lange theory of human emotional feelings, which postulated that bodily autonomic arousals become emotional feelings only when they interact with higher cortical/mental processes. However, the ensuing century of research yielded little robust evidence for that reasonable conjecture.

Admittedly, some prominent neuroscientists still subscribe to corticocentric perspectives---for instance, that human emotional feelings arise from our higher-order syntactic thoughts (HOSTs), namely human language, as Edmund Rolls advanced in *Emotion and Decision Making Explained^[@ref16]^* (see also Rolls,^[@ref17]^ with half a dozen critiques, one by the present author). Rolls\' conjecture, if true, again restricts emotional feelings just to human brains and minds. However, that idea remains without evidence, although, as he discusses, higher emotional decision-making does surely require neocortex, since all primary-process emotional arousals survive radical decortication early in life.^[@ref15],[@ref18]^ LeDoux and Rolls have left the scientific door (of differential predictions) open for other animals. In any event, abundant neurobehavioral evidence indicates that emotional feelings (probably *homeostatic* and *sensory* ones also) inferred from rewarding and punishing DBS---are widespread in the animal world, with evolutionarily conserved neuroanatomical and neurochemical controls. This allows us to model primal human emotional feelings by studying the brains of other mammals. Primal affective states are presumably intrinsic "survival value" indicators---just consider the utility of *pain* for survival---with species-typical variations, of course.

In sum, the cross-species affective neuroscience perspective is based on the remarkable fact that practically all DBS sites that evoke distinct emotional behavior patterns evoke rewarding (of SEEKING, LUST, CARE, and PLAY systems) or punishing states (RAGE, FEAR, and PANIC/GRIEF systems) in animals, and desirable or aversive ones in humans.^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ This correspondence affirms that primal emotional feelings in humans arise from the same subcortical circuits as in animals.^[@ref15]^ Thus, humans have neither rewards nor punishments that they do not experience affectively, and there are no lines of evidence indicating that it is otherwise in animals.

Indeed, it has long been clear that many of the desirable and aversive effects of drugs arise from the same neurochemical systems in all mammals (as demonstrated by conditioned place-preference and operant reward paradigms). Such confluences led our group to develop explicit affectively guided cross-species strategies to study the neurochemical infrastructure of raw emotional feelings of humans by modeling homologous subcortical processes in other mammals, in the hope of developing better psychiatric therapeutics, especially antidepressants.^[@ref19]-[@ref22]^

Modern studies of human emotions
================================

During the past half-century of human psychological science, the topic of emotional behaviors and feelings has grown from the 1970s onward with pioneers like Paul Ekman and Cal Izard,^[@ref23]^ with a concurrent neuroscience renaissance, increasing till the present, especially as functional brain imaging technologies became increasingly available. However, a critical issue to remember is that functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signals are rather ambiguous indicators of what is functionally transpiring in the brain, and very susceptible to the seesaw balance between emotional-affective arousals and cognitive processes.^[@ref21]^

Obviously, cognitive decision making can be strongly guided by affective states, but also disrupted by excessive emotional arousals. A serious problem is that emotional-affective shifts, controlled heavily by subcortical circuits, are very hard to resolve with fMRI-based brain imaging. Such imaging is more capable of detecting associated cognitive decision-making arousals in the cortex than the origin of associated affective states, although with some methodological savvy (eg, monitoring affective responses to emotional stimuli offline) there is fMRI evidence for subcortical origins of emotional affects.^[@ref24]^ Overall, positron emission tomography (PET) imaging is capable of much better resolution of the major loci of control for the origin of affective feelings *([Figure 1](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g002){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref5]^*

![A summary of human brain arousals and inhibitions in humans experiencing four basic emotions (from autobiographical memory): Sadness (PANIC/GRIEF), Happiness (PLAY/JOY), anger (RAGE) and anxiety (FEAR) during positron emissions tomography (PET) scanning. Data are summarized in finer detail by Damasio et al.^[@ref25]^ Distinct subcortical brain regions exhibit abundant arousals (reds and yellows) during each of these emotions, while there are abundant cortical inhibitions (reduced blood flow, coded as blues and purples) present in many cortical areas. To facilitate reading, upward arrows indicate increased brain arousals and downward arrows indicate reduced brain regional arousals. (The statistical "coarse kernel" data from Damasio et al^[@ref25]^ were kindly provided by Antonio Damasio).](DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g002){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g002}

PET imaging in *Figure 1* shows that all arousals (reds and yellows) in humans experiencing four basic emotions were subcortical, while many cortical areas exhibited diminished blood flow (purples). Indeed, these patterns correspond to brain regions implicated by studies with DBS induction of the four corresponding emotional/affective behaviors in animals (RAGE, FEAR, PLAY, and PANIC/GRIEF; for justification of capitalized nomenclature for primary emotional processes see below). Indeed, considering that our preclinical work had already highlighted the importance of sustained arousal of the psychological-pain-mediating PANIC/GRIEF system in instigating depression, it would be reasonable to consider using medicines that dramatically reduce this affective response in animals---namely, safe opioids (eg, buprenorphine) as well as potentially new oxytocinergic or prolactinergic agents (both are robust reducers of separation-distress calls in animal models)---as targets for antidepressant development. Indeed, it is known that human depression and sadness are accompanied by low-opioid states in the midline structures,^[@ref26]^ just where separation-distress PANIC calls are generated in animals.^[@ref15],[@ref27]^

The general principle arising from the above human brain imaging and our animal brain mechanisms work is that the loci of control for prominent affective shifts in psychiatric disorders may originate subcortically, from primal emotional networks that engender raw emotional feelings in other animals (as indexed by rewarding and punishing properties of DBS). Why is this shift to affective issues important? This naturalistic perspective may allow our increasing understanding of animal emotional feelings to guide more evidence-based and hence better-targeted treatments for human affective disorders, especially depression, as discussed below.

Evolutionary levels of control within the brain and mind and the resulting semantic issues
==========================================================================================

Before considering the three new antidepressant treatments that our group has been involved in developing, it would be useful to detail the brain evolutionary and resulting semantic problems we must confront in clearly communicating issues where no standard scientific language exists for the psychological functions of the central nervous system (CNS) in animals: We have to deal somehow with the intrinsic linguistic ambiguities when we try to speak clearly and coherently about the experiential capacities of nonspeaking animals, as already discussed in a previous review for this journal.^[@ref4]^ Beyond standard neuroanatomical terminologies, we must consider the evolved behavioral and psychological functional "layers" of the brain and mind *([Figure 2](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g001){ref-type="fig"}).* For simplicity, a classical tripartite analysis will be used, discussing *primary, secondary,* and *tertiary* processes successively as we ascend the brain-mind axis (each of which requires some clear nomenclatures for the functional scientific languages we use).^[@ref4],[@ref28]^

![Nested hierarchies of affective control within the brain: a summary of the hierarchical bottom-up and top-down (circular) causation that is proposed to operate in every brain primal emotional system. The schematic summarizes the evolutionary/developmental perspective that in order for higher mind-brain functions to mature and function (via bottom-up control) they have to be integrated with the lower brain-mind functions, with *primary processes* being depicted as squares (red: SEEKING level), *secondary-process* learning as circles (green: "wanting" level of analysis), and *tertiary processes* (blue "surprise" and "reward prediction" level of analysis,) as rectangles. This aims to convey the manner in which bottom-up evolution of nested hierarchies can integrate lower brain functions with higher brain functions to eventually exert top-down regulatoty control. Bottom-up controls prevail in infancy and early-childhood development. Top-down controls mature in adolescence and are optimized especially in adulthood. Each emotional system has abundant descending and ascending components that work together in a coordinated fashion to generate various instinctual emotional behaviors as well as the raw feelings normally associated with those behaviors.^[@ref28]^](DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g001){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g001}

Thus, beside the difficult (hard to define) semantics of mind, what is equally problematic is that the brain is an evolutionarily structured organ (of course all bodily organs are), but it is of great advantage that the brain is the only organ where one can relatively clearly see the "layerings" of evolutionary progressions: What came first in brain-mind evolution remains situated more medially and caudally in the brain---thus, the brain stem emerged earlier in brain evolution than more rostral regions, with the medial and caudal brain regions being generally more ancient than lateral and rostral ones. Thus, in general, the upper brain stem (the mature hypothalamus and thalamus) evolved more recently than midbrain, which evolved more recently than the medulla, etc. In a sense, the functions of the *primary-process* levels (to deploy concepts with some sense of evolutionary layering) are *instinctual*---they are heavily (but not completely) functionally coded by the shared evolutionary history of vertebrates. It is important to recognize that the evolutionary layering of brain functions poses major challenges for the development of clear functional semantics for discussing neuromental abilities, and hopefully justifies our capitalization of the emotional primes---from SEEKING to PANIC, in presumed evolutionary progression, all of which connect up with higher cortices via the intervening basal ganglia, the *secondary-process level* where raw instincts interact with learning and memory mechanisms.

There are differences in species-typical details throughout the brain, but many specific functional solutions for living (on which we focus here) are more highly conserved in the brain stem (home for *primary processes*) than within the more encephalized *tertiary-process* cortical layer of the brain, where few of the final functions are coded by evolutionary selection, but by the learning and memory specialization of the basal ganglia. Indeed, based on modern genetics and various functional studies, we can provisionally conclude that no specific psychological function has been evolutionarily "learned" within the vast random access memory (RAM)-type neural "fabric" of neocortical networks. In other words, at birth, neocortex remains a very "open" system where all functions are developmentally programed, a view necessitated by various lines of evidence. For instance, we know that even the capacity for highly resolved neocortical vision is learned, in the sense that if you don\'t use it you lose it---eg, David Hubel and Torsten Wiesel\'s^[@ref29]^ demonstration of complete loss of sight in kittens when one set of eyelids had been sutured shut soon after birth. Equally compelling is the demonstration of Mriganga Sur\'s group^[@ref30]^ that removal of all occipital tissue that would normally become "visual cortex" in prenatal mice led to no visual deficits at maturity; the surviving adjacent cortex "welcomes" inputs from the lateral geniculate body of thalamus, thereby laying down visual competence in surviving neocortical regions that would have otherwise been programmed for other functions (eg, nearby auditory and somatosensory sensitivities).

There are many other relevant lines of evidence for this generalization, perhaps the most recent being the likelihood that the massive expansion of neocortex in the human brain was controlled by a single gene variant which did exist in Neanderthals and Denisovans, but not in our surviving "great ape" cousins.^[@ref31]^ Since neocortex is constructed from self-similar columns (resembling empty RAM chips) much of mammalian brain expansion was guided by the simple rule of "more of the same please." In short, there is very little evidence for genetic programming of higher mental functions in humans (above that found in other animals)---namely, functions such as our superb linguistic and related cognitive abilities were probably all learned (developmentally programmed by *primary-process* affects and unconscious learning-memory mechanisms)---a mental sophistication that emerges developmentally from having so much available empty RAM space. It is through the reprogramming (perhaps unraveling) of these higher acquired mental representations that most psychotherapies probably work.^[@ref32],[@ref33]^ In contrast, new medicines for mood disorders that will more effectively re-establish mind states that facilitate effectiveness and satisfaction with living will probably need to more directly impact lower brain-mind affective and learning/memory functions, especially emotional ones (rather than homeostatic and sensory ones---for clarifications see ref 4, *Table I*)

For our purposes here, we envision a middle level of *secondary processes* nestled in intermediate "limbic-brain" areas: from diverse "basal ganglia" structures (amygdala, nucleus accumbens, etc) where raw affective experiences arising from below (from upper brain stem *primary-process structures,* as highlighted in *Figure 1*)---where instinctual behaviors and feelings come to be accommodated/adjusted to world events---yield diverse memories that are essential for thinking and decision-making (namely the diverse higher cognitive *tertiary processes* for refined/complex actions based on external information processing). This synopsis of hierarchical brain-mind controls can be encapsulated in a conceptual vision of "nested hierarchies" that explicitly recognizes that what came earlier in brain-mind evolution (eg, *primary* affective processes) developmentally controls what came later. In this view, the cardinal behaviorist construct of "reinforcement" of learning and memory is naturalized into the way the neurochemistries of intrinsic *primary-process* affective values, arising from middle and upper (mesencephalic and diencephalic) brain stem emotional-action networks, are critical components for stimulus-response learning and instrumental memory consolidations. Those memory mechanisms are ultimately manifested in our neocortical capacity to have complex perceptions and plans---namely, to think.^[@ref20],[@ref33]^

From this bottom-up neuroevolutionary perspective of developmental-functional hierarchies, not only were various primal positive and negative affects among the first kinds of mental experience to exist, but the neural infrastructure of the brain\'s various affective systems are critical for the emergence of higher forms of consciousness, reflected in what animals have learned and remembered.^[@ref20],[@ref28],[@ref33]^ In other words, the first affective glimmers of consciousness may still permit higher-order forms of consciousness and decision-making to emerge from neocortex. Also, because of the recursive nature of the brain\'s nested hierarchies, with an initial bottom-up developmental emergence, top-down control of raw experiences and behaviors typically emerge with maturation. Thus, not only are primal affective systems important for rapid instinctual decision-making (constituting adaptive unconditioned responses), but they control conditioning and, ultimately, the qualities of our cognition. It is certainly possible, even likely, that the progression of *primary processes* in the construction of the upper mind is also able to develop a variety of learned affective-behavioral states that complexify the emotional feelings of *homo sapiens* beyond anything experienced by other species (eg, as exemplified by our various arts). However, we should also be willing to keep such options, in simplified forms, open for how higher mental abilities emerge in other animals as well. Unfortunately, good constitutive neuropsychological science on such developmental topics is hard enough to do with humans (requiring sophisticated psychological analyses along with brain imaging), and the task is surely much harder in other species, since interspecies cognitive communication, to put it mildly, remains scientifically difficult. A key problem in discussing such issues is that we currently have no agreed-upon functional languages for these higher levels of brain-mind analyses, so critical for understanding the phenomenology of psychiatric disorders, suggesting we may need to cultivate new neuropsychoanalytic perspectives.^[@ref33],[@ref34]^ Conversely, good constitutive research on the *primary-process* emotions is very hard to do in humans, but considerably easier in animal models.^[@ref15],[@ref20]^ That is what the capitalization of emotional primes is all about---a first pass at functionally labeling *primary-process* brain affective systems in ways that can be deployed in cross-species research, thereby promoting better modeling of psychiatric disorders.

For those who might still doubt the intrinsic affective/psychological powers of mammalian subcortical brain regions, let me share an experiment carried out in the author\'s lab in the mid-1980s when studying the play of decorticate rats (published much later; see Panksepp et al^[@ref35]^). There were 16 students in an affective neuroscience laboratory class, where beside lectures, they had 14 laboratory practicums on brain and behavior using laboratory rats. In the first week of the semester, I prepared two animals for each student: one in which the neocortex had been aspirated away to give a clear view of the structures below (eg, basal ganglia, septal area, and hippocampus; see ref [@ref15], p292, Figure 15.6) and one control rat that also at 3 days of age received full surgery, but with brain left intact. During the final practicum, all students received a pair of such animals to observe individually, as they wished, for half an hour, with the assignment of deciding which animal had been decorticated. I expected random choices, but was surprised (and ultimately delighted) to find that 12 of 16 students chose their decorticate rat to be the neurologically intact, normal one (a *P*\<0.05 mistake). In debriefing, a common theme was that students who chose decorticates to be intact, chose on the basis of which animal explored more---the one seemingly more highly interested in the world---a manifestation of the highly "rewarding" subcortical SEEKING (enthusiasm) system.

Of course, it has long been known that decortication (as well as restricted septal disconnection damage^[@ref22]^) releases emotionality in animals (eg, in cats, usually manifested by "decorticate rage"), and in young rats this was expressed as "curiosity"---a disinhibited SEEKING/foraging/enthusiasm system in action, or so I surmised. Please also note that DBS induced "reward" and "aversion"---our primary validated measures of affect in animals---remain operational in decorticate animals. This is an old lesson, but perhaps too neglected in modern psychiatry: Our primal mammalian emotional powers are all subcortically concentrated and perhaps of critical importance for development of better psychiatric therapeutics (perhaps for understanding consciousness itself^[@ref15],[@ref18],[@ref34]^). In any event, the thesis here is that cross-species affective neuroscience research is critical for decoding the neural nature of our own primal emotional feelings and hence development of new therapeutics for human affective disorders.

In sum, we have long known that the subcortical *primary-process* brain functions are essential for the continued functioning of our higher brain-mind apparatus. If one damages the largest of the emotional systems---SEEKING---by bilaterally lesioning the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) *([Figure 3](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g003){ref-type="fig"}),* ^[@ref36]^ animals are psychologically crippled for life. Apparently, higher cognitions can\'t exist without the diverse lower brain functions that include unconditional affective potentials, while lower brain-mind functions survive destruction of upper ones.^[@ref15],[@ref34]^ Perhaps the easiest experiences of human minds to be decoded neuroscientifically will be the *primary-process* valenced states of the brain, especially emotional affects, with hopefully homeostatic ones, especially HUNGER (so important for developing truly effective appetite control agents), next in line.

![The first schematic representation of the medial forebrain bundle, a massive two-way neural pathway, coursing through the lateral hypothalamus, interconnecting the central regions of the midbrain with higher brain limbic regions, as first illustrated by LeGros Clark^[@ref36]^ in 1938. Large bilateral damage as indicated by the blue X produces a profound amotivational dysphoric state where animals do not initially eat or drink or explore, while deep brain stimulation, as highlighted by the red "jolt" can produce sustained exploration and investigation of objects, with persistent sniffing, which proves to be highly rewarding (however, those behaviors do not reflect any behavior seen as animals are consuming rewards, but rather behavioral states that anticipate and seek rewards). The periaqueductal gray (PAG) of the midbrain is highlighted; it is the brain area with the highest concentration of emotional systems in the brain, with the dorsal PAG being the most aversive brain area as monitored with punishing effects (with concentrated RAGE, FEAR, and PANIC systems). Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the dorsal PAG can produce a sustained decrease in the enthusiasm of the medial forebrain bundle, which is an affective model of depression. For a more comprehensive summary of the connectivities of the dopamine-enriched medial forebrain bundle, see *Figure 4.* Anatomical abbreviations from rostral to caudal: OB, olfactory bulbs; OP, olfactory peduncle; PA, paraolfactory area; OT, olfactory tract; S, septal area; DB, diagonal band of Broca; A, anterior commissure; Ch, optic chiasm; Hyp, hypophisis (pituitary gland); M, mammillary bodies.](DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g003){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g003}

Because the primal affects are shared evolutionary solutions for living in all mammals, subcortical emotion research in other animals may be able to reveal the neural nature of core human affective processes more readily than any other strategy currently available. Comparable cross-species feats have already been achieved in endocrinology, physiology, and genetics. Indeed, with that aspiration, I shifted from clinical psychology training to physiological psychology and brain research in 1965, in the hope of helping decode human emotional feelings. I did not anticipate that the radical-behaviorist juggernaut, so useful for rigorous studies of learning and memory (with a general neglect of the nature of unconditioned emotional-affective responses), would become a major obstacle. But that is gradually changing. The rest of this paper will summarize our thinking about three possible antidepressant strategies that have arisen from our affectively focused research program. However, before proceeding, I would briefly re-emphasize the linguistic difficulties that confront us when we seek to pursue an understanding of primal human affective-experiential states in other animals that cannot speak, especially when there is no agreed-upon scientific language for such processes across species. For progress, we need standard nomenclatures, especially for the genetically controlled emotional powers of animal minds.

The "affective turn" and the semantics of emotions: conceptual conundrums
=========================================================================

So how shall we talk about the emotional feelings of other animals? Just as positive or negative? Or desirable or aversive? That may be too general if affects come in diverse varieties. Even though there are clear evolutionary relationships among the neuroanatomical and neurochemical organizations of all mammalian brains, human languages are so rich with ambiguities that vernacular terms commonly used to discuss human feelings could easily lead to confusions when applied to nonspeaking animals. The deployment of vernacular affective terms common in human languages opens up enormous potential for confusions, since they have no consistent CNS reference points. Accordingly, the field needs specialized scientific-descriptive/functional terminologies for the *primary-process* homologous emotional systems that all mammals still share because of shared evolutionary descent, a terminological convention that captures the unconditional categorical function of the systems without asserting that they are identical across species (gene polymorphisms---different allelic forms of a gene---may be an apt illustrative metaphor).

In short, what functional terminology could be developed where none exists? I eventually selected full capitalizations for officially labeling the seven DBS-identified brain emotional systems, four of which yieided self-stimulation (hence positive valence), being called SEEKING, LUST, CARE, and PLAY (with surely distinct, but perhaps overlapping, evolutionary affective attributes). Those that were punishing were labeled RAGE, FEAR, and PANIC/GRIEF systems. Distinct positively valenced systems were proposed since it has long been clear that DBS of affectively overlapping, but behaviorally specific, subcortical regions in all mammals can provoke distinct emotional-behavioral arousals, which in the vernacular might be called (i) curiosity/interest/enthusiasm, as manifested by an exploratory drive (SEEKING); (ii) male and female sexual arousal, as monitored by copulatory behaviors (LUST); (iii) maternal nurturance (CARE); and (iv) PLAYfulness (all four systems course through the MFB *\[Figure 3\]*), and are rewarding, with a diversity of inputs and outputs *([Figure 4](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g004){ref-type="fig"}).* ^[@ref15],[@ref37]^ In contrast, other nearby brain sites yieided behaviors indicative of (v) anger (RAGE); (vi) anxiety (FEAR); and (vii) separation-distress-anxiety (PANIC/GRIEF). All of those brain sites were aversive (punishing).

![Venn diagram of significantly changed genes by oligonucleotide microarray monitored changes in 1283 gene-expression patterns in the frontal and posterior cortex 1 and 6 h after half an hour of affectively completely positive rough-and-tumble play episodes in rats (as monitored by abundant 50 kHz ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) indicative of positive affect (as measured by brain reward with deep brain stimulation), and essentially no 22 kHz USVs indicative of negative affect (as measured by brain aversive states). The insert at upper left indicates the kinds of measures that are abundant during play that are or objective indicators of playfulness. The left-hand Venn diagrams summarize regionaly unique significantly changed gene expression patterns in frontal (motor/executive) areas (120 genes) and posterior (sensory/perceptual) brain regions (187 genes) 1 hour following the half-hour play episode, with a total of 186 genes shared by anterior and posterior cortical areas (with the largest gene-expression change being that for insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), whose protein levels had declined 1 h following the play episode, suggesting active deployment of that growth factor during play. Only 17 genes remained significantly changed at 6 h after play, including *IGF-1,* whose protein product was now higher than normal, indicating that play facilitates synthesis of IGF-1. In any event these data guided our discovery that that the NR2B subunit mRNA and protein levels were upregulated in the frontal and posterior cortex as determined by qrtPCR and Western blot, and that play indicative positive hedonic USVs were increased by an agonist dose of our NR2B preferring glycine site partial agonist GLYX-13 (1 mg/kg), and decreased by the NR2B antagonist ifenprodil (3 mg/kg). For published summaries of these results, see references 53-57.](DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g004){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g004}

All such behavior tendencies were evoked with DBS of subcortical brain regions; no sites were found in neocortex. The capitalization promotes clarity with regard to which brain/mind processes are being discussed, and will be used here as described more fully elsewhere.^[@ref18]-[@ref21]^ This nomenclature informs readers that specific brain emotional/affective systems are being designated.

It is noteworthy that there is abundant data that the brain regions in which primal emotional systems are concentrated are essential for consciousness in higher brain regions.^[@ref15],[@ref34]^ There are many reasons to believe that neural systems that control affective shifts participate in the brain\'s learning mechanisms, and also perhaps higher cognitive decision-making that emerges from neocortical functions.^[@ref21],[@ref24]^ Namely, behavioral data has long indicated that unconditioned stimulus and response circuits (both reflecting genetically inborn "values" of the nervous system) are essential for conditioning to proceed. Animals also surely experience other types of affective states such as homeostatic imbalances (eg, HUNGER and THIRST) as well as diverse sensory affects (various PAINs and PLEASUREs). Although those types of feelings are less important than emotional ones for understanding psychiatric disorders, they are critical for developing better medicines for various bodily problems, such as obesity. The fact that the experiential concept of HUNGER is not more widely studied in preclinical feeding and energy-balance research has surely contributed to the dearth of effective medicines that have emerged from animal feeding-behavior research.

Models of depression: a turn toward understanding the relevant negative and positive affects
============================================================================================

It is understandable why the emotional feelings of animal brains were empirically neglected by scientists: it required neuroscientific analysis. Regrettably, many behaviorally oriented scientists still believe such states may not exist in animal brains, or that if they do, they cannot be empirically studied. To reiterate, such ultra-skeptical views are simply a residue of reasonable preneuroscientific restrictions. The discovery of rewarding and punishing properties of subcortical DBS could have reversed that in 1954,^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ but understandably, that conversation was not engaged by behaviorists during their height of power. More surprisingly, the conversation did not change when "nevermind" behaviorists flooded into physiological psychology (my chosen field) in the late 1970s, a time when a key journal of the era, the *Journal of Comparative and Physiological Psychology,* was renamed *Behavioral Neuroscience* (in 1981).

However, the relevant facts have been available for a long time. With the discovery of brain reward and punishment, we had empirical evidence that animals do, in fact, experience desirable and undesirable states of mind,^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ and human data has provided relevant semantic self-reports.^[@ref11]-[@ref13]^ A solid understanding of brain emotional systems has the potential to reconstruct the scientific foundations of psychiatry,^[@ref32],[@ref33]^ eg, promoting the discovery of new treatments of affective disorders that accompany many mental illnesses. Here, I focus on our research and clinical thinking about three of the relevant systems: (i) the neurochemistry of the PANIC system, namely separation-distress (in the vernacular, feelings of *sadness/grief*), as a major affective pathway that promotes depression,^[@ref38],[@ref39]^ and (ii) PLAY, whose power to facilitate positive social engagements and promote feelings of *playful joy,* may guide identification of neurochemical pathways to promote feelings that could counteract depression,^[@ref39]-[@ref41]^ as well as (iii) facilitation of SEEKING, a key energizer of our exploratory-investigatory urge, which engenders feelings of *enthusiasm*, and which is depleted in the *dysphoria* of depressive disorders.^[@ref38]^ The clinical implications of these ideas are currently being evaluated.^[@ref40],[@ref41]^

Thus, the ideas guiding our attempts to identify new treatments for depression have been straightforward. Firstly, depression is promoted by elevated arousal of the PANIC system, because this *"loneliness/sadness"* type system, at its most intense, promotes what is commonly called the "psychic pain" of social loss, which can readily be reversed with "safe opiates" such as buprenorphine that stimulate mu-opioid receptors, promoting affective homeostasis. Such treatment is thereby a potentially life-saving maneuver, as in suicidal cases. Similar work could be pursued with the safer commercially available analgesics, such as tramadol and tianeptine, which also increase synaptic norepinephrine and serotonin. Secondly, natural playfulness is facilitated by neurochemistries of joy, which if gently promoted, may counteract depressive affects; this strategy led to the selection of a target molecule called rapastinel (GLYX-13) as a potential antidepressant (currently in successful human testing). Finally, stress-induced diminution of the resources of the dopamine-driven SEEKING system (the so-called "brain reward" system) has now been envisioned to be deficient in depression by many groups. Our approach encourages therapeutic DBS of MFB to reverse chronic dysphoria.

Overall, these new and direct affective approaches have now provided three new therapeutic strategies that highlight the utility of focusing on relevant affective processes in animal brains to guide ways to counteract depressive negative affective feelings in human brains. A synopsis of these strategies, as also described in more detail elsewhere, will be provided below.^[@ref40],[@ref41]^

First hypothesis: the "psychic pain" and resulting depressive feelings promoted by the separation-distress PANIC system may be counteracted by safe opioids such as buprenorphine
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

John Bowlby\'s early theoretical work^[@ref42]^ promoted the idea that excessive social separation led to insecure parental bonding, setting up the nervous system for future depression. In the 1970s, we initiated comparative neuroscientific analysis of separation distress (aka PANIC): Our pharmacological work highlighted the truly remarkable power of opioids to reduce this type of emotional arousal. Initial canine studies highlighted efficacy as low as 0.1 mg/kg with 0.25 mg/kg almost eliminating separation calls in young beagles.^[@ref43]^ These robust opioid effects were replicated in guinea pigs^[@ref44]^ and newborn chickens,^[@ref45]^ and extended to a large variety of social behaviors.^[@ref45]^ Of pharmaceuticals and neuropeptides evaluated, the only ones beside opioids that were as robust in reducing separation-distress vocalizations were oxytocin and prolactin.^[@ref27]^

It is widely accepted that excessive early separation distress can lead to insecure parental bonding, providing an endophenotype that is especially susceptible to future depression. From this perspective, it is no surprise that prior to the modern era of psychopharmacology, the only highly effective medicinal ways to reduce depressive affect were opioids, and hence morphine was commonly used to treat depression in the 19th and first half of the 20th century.^[@ref46]^ Indeed, Emil Kraepelin provided explicit advice on how to use morphine for depression, with substantial care taken to minimize addiction. Indeed depression and low positive affect are, in part, low-brain-opioid states.^[@ref26]^ The likelihood of traditional full-agonist opioids, all of which are highly addictive, ever being part of modern psychiatric practice is remote. However, being a partial agonist of mu receptors, buprenorphine is more likely to receive acceptance, especially since it also has useful kappa-opioid-receptor antagonist properties---a major target for current antidepressant drug development *(Box 1).*

Still, from a cross-species affective neuroscience perspective, there have long been substantial reasons to formally evaluate low-dose buprenorphine efficacy in depression, especially for individuals who have not responded well to other medications: (i) very low doses of all mu-opioid receptor agonists tested so far robustly reduce negative affects of separation-distress (PANIC arousal) in animal models, thereby promoting positive social affect that is missing in chronic dysphoria; and (ii) low doses of mu agonists promote the positive social joy of playfulness.^[@ref15]^ Buprenorphine is "safe" because of its "partial agonist" properties, where activation of mu-opioid receptors is only promoted at modest doses, dramatically reducing problems associated with respiratory depression (albeit with the relatively minor side effect of elevated nausea evident in a small fraction of individuals). Thus, at ultra-low doses, buprenorphine is safe, and since "psychic pain" of depression may normally be due to low-opoiod activity in relevant brain emotional systems, the potential benefits of ultralow-dose buprenorphine, in pure form, especially in treatment-resistant depression, clearly deserves more thorough evaluation. Since several open trials have reported dramatic antidepressant effects with low doses of buprenorphine,^[@ref46],[@ref47]^ we initiated plans to conduct an adequately powered double-blind placebo-controlled (DB-PC) trial for depression, as well as suicidal thoughts, with comparably low doses of buprenorphine.

After several failed attempts to get such a study completed in the United States, in 2009, Yoram Yovell, a distinguished psychiatrist in Jerusalem, agreed to supervise such a study. His group has successfully carried out the project (with 40 depressed people and 20 controls): the buprenorphine medication (initial dose = 0.2 mg/day sublingually, gradually increased to 1.6 mg/day in divided doses) was given to depressed patients as an adjunct to ongoing treatments. Although the placebo effect after 1 week was substantial, by the second week the buprenorphine had significantly greater benefits than placebo, and this effect continued to grow across the subsequent 6 weeks of testing. As of this writing, pilot work and general summaries have been noted in a few review papers^[@ref40],[@ref41]^ and the full study is currently in press.^[@ref48]^ In any event, beside a substantial reduction in depressive symptoms, as measured with the Beck Depression Inventory, suicidality monitored with the Beck Suicide Inventory was even more substantially reduced. Since there are no robust medications to reduce suicidality, this finding is of potential life or death importance. For instance, the deployment of this strategy may help quell the current suicide epidemic among wounded and shell-shocked soldiers being cared for by the Veterans Administration in the United States.

Considering the resistance against the use of buprenorphine in psychiatry, it may be appropriate to bring up a relevant sociopolitical issue: A substantial part of clinical depression is brought on by excessive social isolation and the resulting chronic loneliness, resulting in sustained psychological distress/pain that may emerge, in part, from diminished opioid tone in the brain. Also, it should be clear that at least a part of opioid addiction arises from self-medication for depressive affects. Without recognition of this dimension of opiate abuse, draconian laws have often worked at cross purposes with the need for better treatment practices (and education) to reduce human misery. There needs to be a better recognition in society that brain-opioid activities help mediate practically all the simple everyday pleasures of life, from good food and warmth to social joy and sexual gratification. Had a scientifically based conversation about the natural function of brain opioids been pursued in the 1970s (eg, that brain opioids control the psychological pain of social loss, namely separation distress) and disseminated in society, more countries may have avoided social incarceration policies that promoted rather than reduced human misery during the past half-century. Thus, the fact that there remains substantial resistance to the careful use of safe opioids in psychiatry may reflect sociopolitical forces (no doubt economic ones also) more than sensible medical concerns. In other words, if an old, off-patent medicine works better than most currently patented agents, resistance may also reflect economic considerations rather than medical/scientific ones. It will be most interesting to see if the amplification of kappa-antagonist effects of buprenorphine as achieved with ALKS-5461 (achieved by buprenorphine at the relatively high 2- to 8-mg range, combined with the mu-opioid receptor antagonist samidorphan \[ALKS-33\]) will be different than the implementation of buprenorphine\'s mu-agonist effects at much lower doses and yield different patterns/spectra of antidepressant effects *(Box 1).*

**Box 1**

It is currently well appreciated from preclinical work that kappa-opioid-receptor antagonists are likely to be excellent antidepressants. Indeed, this aspect of buprenorphine can be maximized if the mu-opioid-receptor agonist, and hence potential addictive effects, of buprenorphine could be diminished with a dual-agent medicine whereby the kappa-receptor-blocking effect of buprenorphine could be maximized, while the mu-receptor effects are minimized with a proprietary mu-opioid-receptor antagonist. These two properties should yield a completely safe buprenorphine-based antidepressant that maximizes kappa-antagonist effects. Indeed, pharmaceutical firm Alkermes has been developing such a new buprenorphine-based antidepressant, which, combined with their proprietary mu-receptor blocker samidorphan (ALKS-33) allows the novel Alkermes medication to block the potential mu-receptor-mediated addictive potentials of buprenorphine, while maintaining kappa-receptor-blockade-instigated antidepressant effects (for description and relevant references see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ALKS-5461). This recipe reflects the abundant preclinical evidence indicating that the dysphoria of depression is promoted by excessive brain kappa-opioid-receptor activation. By blocking mu-opioid effects with ALKS-33, the kappa-receptor-antagonism effects of buprenorphine have been optimized to provide the novel antidepressant code-named ALKS-5461 (for further information, see http://investor.alkermes.com/phoenix. zhtml c=92211&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2003398, as well as http://mentalhealtlidaily.com/2014/08/05/new-antidepressant-alks-5461-trials-2016-expected-availability/).

Second hypothesis: depression may arise from diminished capacity for social joy
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A second example of our affective-neuroscience approach to developing new antidepressant therapies has arisen from our study of rodent PLAY^[@ref49]^ We initiated formal experimental analyses of play through the simple approach of deploying short periods of social deprivation to amplify the urge of juvenile rats to exhibit rough and tumble physical PLAY and thereby bring it under experimental control.^[@ref50]^ After extensive analysis of various environmental and bodily variables, we discovered an approximately 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalization (USV) that seemed to have measureable properties suggestive of a laughter-joy-type process.^[@ref51]^ We developed a simple "tickling" assay to phenotype animals in terms of their capacity for social joy. This led to a breeding program where high chirpers were bred with each other, along with a comparable group of low chirpers.^[@ref52]^ After four generations of selective breeding, these lines of animals were well separated in terms of our psychobehavioral assay of positive affect.^[@ref53]^ DBS mapping of the brain for such USV indicated that most sites were situated along the MFB and sustained self-stimulation reward; namely, each animal would press a lever to obtain electrical stimulation of essentially all 50-kHz USV evoking sites in their brains^[@ref54]^ (our interpretation was that such DBS produced an unconditioned positive hedonic state akin to social joy robustly exhibited during social PLAY activities). Additional behavior genetic studies indicated that animals exhibiting abundant 50-kHz chirps were more resistant to depressogenic stressors than control animals, while those bred for low 50-kHz USVs were more prone to depressive behavior patterns.

These findings encouraged us to seek novel joy-promoting neurochemistries within the brain, using standard microarray gene-expression analyses. Briefly, of roughly 1200 genes evaluated, about a third were significantly over- or underexpressed in anterior and/or posterior neocortical brain regions 1 hour after half an hour of social PLAY^[@ref55]^ This, of course, yielded too many candidates for subsequent functional studies. So another cohort of animals was sacrificed 6 hours after half an hour of purely positive PLAY (as monitored by the abundance of 50-kHz "chirps" and absence of 22-kHz "complaints"). Gene-expression measures at 6 hours post-play diminished down to about 10% of the 1-hour levels, with 33 genes exhibiting significant changes in anterior-frontal executive/motor cortical regions and 72 genes showing changes in posterior sensory/perceptual regions, with only 17 being changed in both regions *(Figure 4).* Two of those 17 genes---namely, the gene coding for the insulin-like growth factor 1 *(IGF-1)* and the glutamate sensitive N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor subtype 2B *(NMDA NR2B)*---were prioritized as optimal candidates for development of new antidepressive therapeutics, as evaluated for capacity to elevate positive-affect-indicative emission of 50-kHz chirps.^[@ref55],[@ref56]^ Indeed, both were found to elevate our validated 50-kHz USV measure of positive affect, but since IGF-1 can promote tumor growth, only glutamate facilitation was targeted for medicinal development. Of course, imbalanced glutamate transmission has long been implicated in depression,^[@ref57]^ and our preclinical emotion work had long indicated that glutamate is a primary transmitter in practically all emotional responses.^[@ref58]^ Indeed, our group at the Falk Center for Molecular Therapeutics (Northwestern University) had already identified and purified a novel glycine-receptor partial agonist (the aforementioned GLYX-13, a tetrapeptide, threonine-proline-proline-threonine, that has to be administered intravenously) that gently promoted glutamatergic transmission at low doses (but became an antagonist at high doses, in a manner akin to D-cycloserine).^[@ref57],[@ref59]^

Preclinical work affirmed potential efficacy in our affective models, facilitating 50-kHz USVs as well as learning and memory.^[@ref55],[@ref57]^ GLYX-13 also easily passed animal toxicity testing (no lethality, including at very high doses), as well as US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Phase 1 human safety evaluation. Positive results in FDA Phase 2A human proof-of-concept DB-PC evaluation for antidepressant effects in humans have been successfully conducted^[@ref60]^: Subjects receiving single intravenous doses of 1, 5, or 10 mg/kg all exhibited antidepressant effects, with the two higher doses exhibiting statistically significant benefits within a day after administration, and significant benefits lasting for a week. The highest dose exhibited no benefits, as expected from a partial agonist profile. Those promising results are currently leading to sustained efficacy evaluation of GLYX-13 as not only an antidepressant, but eventually as a cognitive enhancer that may facilitate efficacy of psychotherapy by intensifying reconsolidation of beneficial memories.^[@ref32]^ There are reasons to believe this cognitive facilitator may have benefits in other disorders, perhaps even autism.^[@ref61]^

Third hypothesis: reduced SEEKING activity can diminish enthusiasm for life
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The "brain reward system" concept has been with us since 1954, ever since James Olds and Peter Milner discovered self-administered DBS in animals (for full summary, see ref 11). The most robust "self-stimulation" effects were obtained from practically all regions of the MFB (for earliest depiction, see *Figure 3*; for diverse neurochemistries, see Panksepp and Harro^[@ref62]^) that courses upward from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) situated at the midbrain-hypothalamic transition, distributing neural influences, especially dopamine release, to various terminal regions such as the nucleus accumbens and further up into orbitofrontal and medial frontal cortical regions, long implicated in emotional processing (for a more comprehensive summary of the connectivity, see *([Figure 5](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g005){ref-type="fig"}).* The evoked feeling has been commonly assumed to reflect a vaguely defined "pleasure" category, but the possibility that the feeling resembles any sensory pleasure known to humans seems remote. Based on ethological changes during relevant rat DBS studies, namely induction of intense exploration and foraging, accompanied by forward locomotion and sniffing, we have called this massive, affectively positive "brain reward" emotion circuitry the SEEKING system to better convey the affect of "enthusiasm" that this system mediates.^[@ref14],[@ref15],[@ref20]^

![Schematic diagrams of the lateral view of the dopamine-energized SEEKING system of the rat brain (with major connectivities of the key nodes of the medial forebrain bundle depicted in *Figure 3).* **(A)** Ascending projections of A10 DA (dopamine) neurons localized in the ventral-tegmental-area-innervating forebrain limbic regions, via the medial forebrain bundle, including frontal cortex, prefrontal cortex, caudate nucleus, and a major learning-related terminal region of ascending mesolimbic dopamine systems, the nucleus accumbens septi. **(B)** Caudal projections of the nucleus accumbens septi. **(C)** Diverse other afferent projections to the nucleus accumbens septi. **(D)** Rostrally converging and caudally projecting pathways onto the neurons of the ventral tegmental area, where SEEKING-system dopamine cells are concentrated. AMY, amygdala; BST, bed nucleus of stria terminalis; C, caudate-putamen; CC, corpus callosum; DB, diagonal band of Broca; DN, dentate nucleus; DR, dorsal raphe; ET, entopeduncular nucleus; FC, frontal cortex; HC, hippocampus; IC, inferior colliculus; LH, lateral hypothalamus; LPO, lateral preoptic area; MFB, medial forebrain bundle; MPR, mesopontine reticular nuclei; NAS, nucleus accumbens septi; OB, olfactory bulb; PAG, periaqueductal gray; PFC, prefrontal cortex; PN, parabrachial nucleus; SC, superior colliculus; SI, substantia innominata; SN, substantia nigra; TH, thalamus; VP, ventral pallidum. Adapted from Ref 37: Ikemoto S, Panksepp J. The role of nucleus accumbens dopamine in motivated behavior: a unifying interpretation with special reference to reward seeking. *Brain Res Rev.* 1999;31:6-41. Copyright © Elsevier, 1999](DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g005){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-17-363-g005}

There is now abundant evidence for the somewhat surprising hypothesis that this system mediates positive affective feelings organisms experience as they are enthusiastically engaging their environments in search of all resources needed for survival. Still, the old "brain reward system" nomenclature remains most commonly used, although newer concepts have been emerging for a long time (See *Figure 2,* for three major variants, with *primary-* \[SEEKING\], *secondary-* \["wanting"\] and *tertiary-process* \["reward prediction error"\] perspectives). It has also long been known that damage to this system produces a global depressive phenotype: animals become sluggish and stop exploring and self-grooming. With large bilateral lesions, they often stop eating and drinking, gradually dying unless diligently nursed back toward self-maintenance.^[@ref63]^ Yet, the traditional "pleasure/reward system" interpretation for MFB arousal, which many still agree is basically incorrect, remains the commonly preferred historical label. However, the ethological behavior patterns provoked by DBS of this circuitry closely resemble the natural appetitive-exploratory phases of motivated behavior. Such states of mind are more akin to "interest" and "enthusiasm"---namely, feelings in short supply among depressed individuals. In short, such positively valenced psychobehavioral "arousals" encourage organisms to energetically pursue all rewards that support survival (including reproduction)---accompanied by an affective state that is more "appetitive" rather than "consummatory" (a state not well described simply as "rewarding").

Accordingly, our group contemplated that prolonged social loss, as reflected in affectively negative overarousal of separation distress (PANIC), would diminish SEEKING, an effect that was preclinically easily modeled.^[@ref38]^ Accordingly, DBS of the MFB was deemed a reasonable treatment for treatment-resistant depression.^[@ref64]^ Since these emotional systems had not been well characterized in humans, we conducted relevant diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), as summarized by Coenen et al,^[@ref65]^ that provided needed stereotaxic coordinates for potential MFB-DBS clinical studies for depression.

Preliminary results from seven treatment-resistant patients treated at University of Bonn have been published.^[@ref66]^ Beneficial effects in six of the seven patients ranged from modest to substantial, with antidepressant effects typically evident within a day, and generally larger than those reported for other DBS brain sites such as nucleus accumbens and subgenual cingulate.

Conclusions and future directions
=================================

Our desire to understand the feelings of core emotional processes of animals in preclinical *affective* modeling of psychiatric disorders has so far guided the development of new antidepressant therapies more productively than mere *behavioral* modeling. Clearly, a sincere, scientifically guided conversation about the affective processes of animal brains is needed and is gradually emerging.^[@ref67]^ As resistance to the use of experiential (eg, affective) concepts in animal models diminishes, we should be able to develop new treatments for other disorders related to irritable imbalances of RAGE, FEAR, and PANIC systems. For instance, with the characterization of preclinical effects of many neuropeptides identified along emotional circuits^[@ref62]^ we can anticipate, just for instance, that: (i) the Substance P-receptor antagonist aprepitant should exert measureable anti-irritability effects in humans, (ii) diverse neuropeptide antagonists, ranging from cholecystokinin (CCK) to corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) antagonists may ameliorate diverse subtypes of anxiety; and (iii) to the degree that existing work on separation-distress circuitry of animals illuminates the neural infrastructure of panic attacks and borderline personality disorders, beside safe opioids, future molecules that stimulate oxytocin and prolactin receptors of the brain should provide benefits, especially when combined with various psychotherapies.^[@ref32],[@ref33],[@ref68]^

Also, we need better models of how the primordial subcortical substrates of consciousness, heavily laden with affective circuits, control the developmental progressions of upper brain-mind maturation. This may be achieved through detailed understanding of the neuroaffective underpinnings of commonly used animal learning and memory models, facilitated by the most recent technologies (from optogenetics to Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs \[DREADD\]^[@ref69]^). These may provide deeper understanding of how affective processes regulate the paths of higher-order *secondary-* and *tertiary-process* learning and cognitive mechanisms that integrate feelings into higher-order thoughts and cognitive decision-making processes. The core argument here is that preclinical research for illuminating the neural nature of affective processes will enrich our conceptualizations of how human psychiatric disorders arise. It also provides a novel approach to begin scientifically understanding the minds of other animals. The most important criterion for the accuracy of our scientific visions in preclinical modeling needs to be measured by the new treatments that various approaches generate.

A cross-species affective neuroscience offers a heuristic vision to empirically understand the neural controls of our primal emotional feelings, which suggests ways to develop new therapeutics for human affective disorders. Although the return of opiates into psychiatric practice (which Kraepelin advocated in extreme cases of depression) remains a cultural challenge, we might wish to consider the following three points: (i) Kraepelin did advocate a careful deployment of such maneuvers when nothing else had worked; (ii) many opiate addicts have probably self-medicated them-selves, while not realizing that by elevating doses they were promoting the intensity of withdrawal effects and thereby promoting even deeper depression; and (iii) the loving touch of human care and kindness, promoted by endogenous opioid release, constitutes what we now call placebo effects.^[@ref70]^
